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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract

The substructures of offshore wind turbines are subjected to different types of hydrodynamic loads from sea states. The wave
forces exerted by irregular breaking waves are one of the serious concerns because of the uncertainties involved in defining the
breaking wave and the resulting force calculations. In the present study, irregular breaking wave forces on a vertical pile structure
are investigated using an open-source Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model REEF3D. The Level Set Method (LSM) is
used for modelling the free surface. The Bretschneider spectrum is used for the irregular wave generation. This is validated in
the numerical wave tank by comparing the numerical wave spectrum with the experimental wave spectrum. The wave free surface
is calculated at three wave gauge locations and compared with experiments. It is observed that the peak of spectral wave density
is higher for the wave gauge located besides the cylinder due to shoaling, wave run up and reflections from the cylinder and the
peak of spectral wave density is lower for the wave gauge located behind the cylinder due to wave breaking. Further, simulations
are performed to study the wave forces on a monopile due to the depth-limited breaking waves. A good match is observed with
the experimental and numerical results. Numerical wave energy spectra at different locations along the tank are compared to
study the changes in the wave surface elevations due to the interaction of irregular breaking waves with a monopile. The statistical
parameters for free surface elevation and wave forces are further investigated. The free surface features around the monopile during
its interaction with waves are also studied.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of SINTEF Energi AS.
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1. Introduction

The focus on offshore wind energy has considerably increased. Offshore wind energy is more clean and envi-
ronmental friendly. Offshore wind turbines are exposed to different types of hydrodynamic loading and sea states.
Breaking waves and hydrodynamics loads from them on wind turbine substructures are very important parameters
in the design of offshore wind turbines. The study of irregular breaking waves is challenging due to their random
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characteristics. An irregular sea state can be defined in terms of wave spectrum, which describes the distribution of
wave energy over a frequency range.
Many laboratory investigations have been performed to study irregular breaking waves and breaking wave forces.
Kyle and Tørum[1] carried out an experimental investigation to study the wave forces from breaking regular and ir-
regular waves on a vertical cylinder on a shoal. They measured the local and total forces and compared their results
with theoretical values. Tanimoto et al.[2] conducted an experimental study to measure the impulsive breaking forces
on an inclined pile due to random waves. They compared their experimental results with the theoretical results pre-
dicted by both Wagner and Karman theories. They developed a new simplified method to calculate the wave impact
forces. Stansberg et al.[3] performed an experimental investigation to measure wave forces on fixed vertical truncated
cylinders under irregular waves with a model scale of about 1:50. They carried out the test with a single as well as an
array of cylinders and measured the contribution of high-frequency force components generated by the steep waves.
Ochi and Tsai[4] developed a method to statistically predict the magnitude of impact pressure (including extreme
values) produced by deep water waves breaking on a vertical cylinder as a pile of an ocean structure. They derived the
probability density function of wave period associated with breaking waves for a specified wave spectrum, and then
converted to the probability density function of impact pressure. Chakrabarti et al.[5] measured breaking wave forces
on a single pile caisson in breaking waves for both regular and irregular waves.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used effectively to study wave breaking in detail. CFD can reveal
detailed information about the flow features. Many CFD based single and double phase investigations have been
carried out in the past to study the breaking characteristics of waves [6] [7] [8] [9]. Some attempts have been made
in the past to study the wave forces on cylinder. Bredmose et al. [10] investigated breaking wave impacts on offshore
wind turbine foundations for the focused wave groups using CFD. They compared the numerical and theoretical free
surface and wave forces in time- domain by using the linear reconstruction of waves. Aggarwal et al. studied the
non-breaking irregular wave forces on a large vertical cylinder and compared their numerical results with the theory
using CFD model REEF3D [11]. The numerical model REEF3D is used in the past to study regular and focused
wave breaking. Alagan Chella et al. [12] and Kamath et al. [13] studied breaking waves and breaking wave forces
on a vertical slender cylinder over an impermeable sloping seabed and they observed a good match with experiments.
Bihs et al. [14] investigated the interaction of breaking waves with tandem cylinders under different impact scenarios.
However, there is limited literature present on the numerical modelling of irregular breaking wave forces on a vertical
cylinder.
The goal of the present study is to investigate the irregular breaking wave forces on a vertical cylinder using the
open-source CFD model REEF3D [15]. The irregular waves are generated using the Bretschneider spectrum. The
wave generation and wave propagation in the numerical wave tank (NWT) are validated by comparing the numerical
wave spectrum with the experimental wave spectrum at three different wave gauge locations along the tank. Further,
a numerical investigation is conducted to study irregular breaking wave forces with a vertical cylinder mounted on a
slope. The numerical results are compared with the experimental force [5]. The changes in the free surface profiles
due to the interaction of breaking waves with the cylinder are also presented and discussed.

2. Numerical Model

The present numerical model is based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) with the as-
sumption of an incompressible fluid given as:
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where, u is the velocity averaged over time t, ρ is the fluid density, P is the pressure, ν is the kinematic viscosity, νt
is the eddy viscosity, i and j denote the indices in x and y direction, respectively and gi is the acceleration due to gravity.

The numerical model uses a fifth-order finite difference Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) scheme
for the spatial discretization [16]. The third-order TVD Runge Kutta scheme is used for the time discretization [17].
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